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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the associated graded rings of certain 
Buchsbaum rings. 
Let A denote a Noetherian local ring. Then A is called Buchsbaum if the 
difference 
UAlq) -e,(q) 
is an invariant I(A) of A not depending on the particular choice of a 
parameter ideal q, where Z,(A/q) (resp. e,(q)) denotes the length of A/q 
(resp. the multiplicity of A relative to q). Clearly every Cohen-Macaulay 
local ring A is Buchsbaum with Z(A) = 0 and vice versa (cf. Section 2 for 
detail). 
Suppose A is Buchsbaum and let m be the maximal ideal of A. We put 
d=dimA. Then it is well-known that v(A)<e(A)+d+Z(A)- 1 
(cf. ]2, (3.8)]), h w ere u(A) (resp. e(A)) denotes the embedding dimension 
dim a,mm/m2 of A (resp. the multiplicity of A relative to m). We say that A 
has maximal embedding dimension if 
v(A)=e(A)+d+Z(A)- 1. 
Provided the maxial ideal m of A contains elements a,, a, ,..., ad such that 
m r+’ = (a,, a, ,..., ad) mr for some r > 0 (this condition is satisfied if the field 
A/m is infinite; see, e.g., [ 11, 2.2 Theorem, Chap. 2]), A has maximal 
embedding dimension if and only if m* = (a,, a,,..., ad) m (cf. [2, (3.8)]. See 
also [9; 11, 3.8 Theorem, Chap. 21). 
Let G(A) = oi>,, mi/mi+’ denote the associated graded ring of A, and M 
the irrelevant maximal ideal [G(A)] + of G(A). Let &() (resp. H;(s)) stand 
for local cohomology functors relative to M (resp. m). For a given graded 
G(A)-module E we regard &,(E) as graded G(A)-modules, whose 
graduation will be denoted by [&(E)ln (n E Z). 
With this notation the main result of this paper is stated as follows. 
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THEOREM ( 1.1). Suppose A is a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding 
dimension. Then 
(1) &AW))l, = #n(A) 
(n = 1 - i) 
= (0) (n # 1 - i) 
forO<i<dandnEL. 
(2) ($(G(A))], = (0) for n > 1 - d. 
(3) Let H(A, t) = CE0 (dim,,,m’/m’+‘) e t’, the Hilbert-Samuel 
series of A. Then H(A, t) is given by 
1 
(1 - t)d 
l+(v-d)t+ \‘ (-1) ;I ‘+’ id;’ ci+;- 1) . h’(A)/ t’] 
Here hj(A) (0 <j < d) denotes the dimension of Hi(A) as a vector space 
over A/m. 
As consequences of this theorem we have the following. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let A be a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding 
dimension. Then so is the local ring [G(A)lM and I([G(A)JM) = I(A). In 
particular G(A) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only ifA is Cohen-Macaulay. 
COROLLARY (1.3). Suppose that the field A/m is algebraically closed 
and that the ring G(A) is an integral domain. Then A is a Cohen-Macaulay 
ring if A is Buchsbaum with maximal embedding dimension. 
We will prove these results in Section 3. Section 2 is devoted to some 
preliminaries which we shall need later. In Section 4 we will prove that the 
associated graded ring G(A) of a Buchsbaum ring ‘A is defined by forms of 
degree 2 and has linear resolution if A has maximal embedding dimension. 
This is a direct consequence of Theorem (1.1). In case A is a homomorphic 
image of a regular local ring R we will further show that the resolution of 
G(A) over G(R) is induced from that of A over R. 
In her papers [9, lo] J. Sally investigated Cohen-Macaulay local rings of 
maximal embedding dimension and our results contain hers as a special case. 
Of course our motivation for this research has come from her profoundly 
inspiring theorems. 
The author wishes to thank D. Eisenbud and K. Watanabe. 
Proposition (3.4) (resp. Proposition (3.1)) was discovered during a 
discussion with Eisenbud (resp. Watanabe). 
Throughout this paper A denotes a Noetherian local ring with maximal 
ideal m and d = dim A. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
First of all let us recall the definition of Buchsbaum rings, or more 
generally, that of Buchsbaum modules. 
Let E be a finitely generated A-module. 
DEFINITION (2.1). E is called Buchsbaum if the difference 
W/qE) - e,(s) 
is an invariant Z(E) of E not depending on the choice of a parameter ideal q 
of E, where l,.,(E/qE) (resp. e,(q)) denotes the length of E/qE (resp. the 
multiplicity of E relative to q). 
This is equivalent to the condition that every system a,, a*,..., a, 
(I = dim, E) of parameters for E is a weak E-sequence; i.e., the equality 
(a , ,..a, ai) E: a,, , = (a, ,a.., aJ E: m 
holds for every 0 < i < r (cf. [14]). 
The ring A is called Buchsbaum if it is a Buchsbaum module over itself. 
Clearly the class of Buchsbaum rings contains Cohen-Macaulay local rings 
and the theory of Buchsbaum singularities originated from an answer of 
W. Vogel [ 181 to a question of D.A. Buchsbaum [ 1). (Buchsbaum rings 
were named by Vogel.) 
The properties of Buchsbaum modules are, like twins, very akin to those 
of Cohen-Macaulay modules. Let E be a Buchsbaum A-module of 
dimension r. Then it is known that for every p E S~pp,~ E (p # m), E, is a 
Cohen-Macaulay A,-module with dim, E, = r - dim A/p. Moreover the 
local cohomology modules H;(E) (i $r) of E are vector spaces; i.e., 
m . Hi(E) = (0) and one has the equality 181 
. dim,4,,f$,JE), (2.2) 
where dim ,,,Hf,,(E) denotes the dimension of Hi(E) as a vector space over 
A/m. 
The theory of Buchsbaum singularities has been developing rapidly and 
nowadays much is known about Buchsbaum rings. Here we summarize a 
portion of this information that will be used in the present work. 
PROPOSITION (2.3) [ 12-201. Let E be a finitely generated A-module. Zf 
the canonical homomorphisms 
Ext j, (A/m, E) --, Hi(E) = l& Ext: (A/m”, E) 
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are surjective for all i # dim, E then E is Buchsbaum. In case A is a regular 
local ring the converse is also true. 
PROPOSITION (2.4) [4]. Suppose A is Buchsbaum and let a,, a*,..., ad be 
a system of parameters for A. Let n,, n, ,..., nd be positive integers and n an 
integer. Then 
, 
(a:‘, a:=,..., a;')nq" = x a? . q"-"j 
j=1 
for every 1 ,< i < d, where q = (a,, a2 ,..., ad), 
We shall also need the following 
PROPOSITION (2.5)([16]; see also [ 131). Let E be a finitely generated A- 
module. Let a, , aI ,..., a, be elements of m2 such that a,, a=,..., a,. is a weak 
E-sequence. Then 
m . H;(E) = (0) 
for all 0 < i < r. 
Now for the rest of this section suppose A is a Buchsbaum ring. We 
assume also that the maximal ideal m contains elements a,, a, ,..., ad such 
that m2 = qm, where q = (a,, a2,..., ad). We put G = G(A) and fj = a, mod 
m2 (1 < i < d). Notice that f, , f2 ,..., fd is a system of parameters of G; i.e., 
M =&f-1 ,f2 ,...,fd). 
We begin with 
LEMMA (2.6). (a: ,..., af)nm’= (a: ,..., at) rnj-’ for every 1 < i,< d and 
for every j. 
Proof. Let a be an element of (a:,..., a;) r\ mj. We must show 
a E (a: ,..., af) rnjm2. First recall that mj c qj- ’ and we see by (2.4) that 
a E (a:,..., a:) qje3, which allows us to express 
a= C(,) ayk2;2 *. . a; 
PI,+.. + n,=j- I and 
n,>Zforsome I<k<i 
with cc,) EA. Recalling a E mi we find 
II,+ ... +nd=j-l and 
nk>2forsomel<k<i 
in G, where cc,, denotes the reducion of c~,, mod m. Becausef, , f2,...& are 
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algebraically independent over the field A/m we see by equality (#) that 
cc,) E m, which gurantees that a E (a:,..., a:) rnjm2 as required. 
PROPOSITION (2.7). (ft ,..., ff):ff+ , = (ff ,..., fi): M for every 0 < i < d. 
Proof. Let g be a homogeneous element of G and assume f ‘+ 1 g E 
(fi,...,f;). We put j = deg g and express g E a mod m’+’ with a E mj. Then 
as a:+ la E (a: ,..., a:) mj + mj+3 we get an equation 
c=a:x, + ... +afxi+af+,a w> 
with cEmji3 and x,Emj (1 <k<i). As c is in (a: ,..., aZ+,)nmj+‘, 
clearly, we find by (2.6) another expression 
c = a: y, + . ..+aiyi+af+.b (##> 
of c with b E mj+ ’ and y, E mj+ ’ (1 < k < i). Compare (#) with (##) and 
we get af, I(a - b) E (a: ,..., at); i.e., 
a - b E (a:,..., a;): m. W##> 
(Recall that A is a Buchsbaum ring and that a:, a:,..., ai is a system of 
parameters for A.) Let x be an element of m. Then as bx E mit2 we get 
ax E [(at,..., a:) n mj+’ ] + mjt2 by (###) and therefore 
ax E (a:,..., at) mj-’ + mj+’ 
by (2.6). Thus we find that gM c (ff ,...,ff) as required. 
COROLLARY (2.8). M . &,,(G) = (0)for every 0 < i < d. 
Proof. This follows from (2.5) and (2.7). 
LEMMA (2.9). a,A n mi = a,m’-’ for every i. 
ProoJ Let a E a,A nm’ and we get a E a,qie2 as m’cq’-’ and as 
a,Anq’-’ =a,qfe2 (cf. [S, (4.3)]). Let us express a=a,b with bEqipZ 
and express further 
b= x b anIan . . . a? ol) L 
n,+. . ind=i-2 
with b(,,, EA. Then since a E mi we see that 
c b,,f;‘+‘f;‘...f”,d=O 
n,+...+nd=i-2 
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. * 
in G, which yields that b(,, E m. Hence we have that b is in m’-’ and 
therefore a E a, m’-‘. 
PROPOSITION (2.10). (1) [O:filG = {a mod m’/u E 0: m). 
(2) hf * [O:f,lcG = (0). 
(3) dim,,,[O:f,]. = dim,,,Hi(A). 
Proof: (1) Let g # 0 be a homogeneous element of G and assume that 
f, g = 0. We put i = deg g and express g = b mod m’+’ with b E mi. Then 
a,b E mi’2 as f, g = 0 and therefore a, b = a, c for some c E m”’ by (2.9). 
Thus we find b -c E 0: m as A is a Buchsbaum ring. If i > 2 we get that 
b = c since [0 : m] n m2 = (0) (cf., e.g., [5, (2.6)(3) and (4.2)]; recall that 
m2 c q) and therefore g = 0 as b E mif ’ in this case. This contradicts the 
choice of g and we conclude that i = 1. As g = a mod m2, where a = b - c 
we find that [0 :f,], c (a mod m’/u E 0 : m). The opposite inclusion is 
trivial. 
(2) This is obvious. 
(3) This follows from the fact that [O : m] n m2 = (0). Notice that 
O:m=Hk(A). 
COROLLARY (2.11). B:(G) = (0 :filG. 
ProoJ f, . &(G) = (0) by (2.8) and so Hi,(G) c [O :f,lG. The opposite 
inclusion follows from (2.10) (2). 
Let E be a graded G-module. The graduation of E is usually denoted by 
E, (n E Z). Let m be an integer. We denote by E(m) the graded G-module 
whose underlying G-module coincides with that of E and whose graduation 
is given by [E(m)], = E,,, (n E H). 
LEMMA (2.12). There is an exact sequence 
O- [_HkWI(-1) -G(-l)~G~G(A/u,A)+O 
of graded G-modules, where h : G -+ G(A/a, A) denotes the homomorphism 
induced by the canonical map A + A/a,A. 
ProoJ: By (2.9) we get Ker h =f, G (cf., e.g., [ 171) and hence the 
assertion comes from (2.11). 
COROLLARY (2.13). Let G = G(A/u, A). Then there exist exact 
sequences 
(1) O+_H;(G)+_H@)-, [H$‘(G)](-l)-tO 
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(O<i<d-1)and 
(2) O+_H;-‘(G)+_H;-‘I(G) A [&(G)](-1) 5 _H;(G)-rO of 
graded G-modules. 
Proof. First split the exact sequence obtained by (2.12) into two short 
exact sequences: 
(a) 0 * [&(G)](-1) -+ G(-1) Lf,G -t 0, and 
(b) 0-f,GA Gh’G+O. 
Apply functors _Hb(.) to (b) and we get a long exact sequence 
(#I 
of cohomology. Similarly by (a) we see that 
is an epimorphism (resp. an isomorphism) of graded G-modules for i = 0 
(resp. for every i > 0). Of course the composite of the homomorphisms 
is the multiplication by f,. Recall that J, . &,(G) = (0) for all i # d 
(cf. (2.8)) and we shall have the required exact sequences (1) and (2) after 
replacing &,(f, G) with [&,(G)](-1) in sequence (#). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) AND ITS COROLLARIES 
Proof of Theorem (1.1) 
Passing through A[X],,,,,, where X is an indeterminate over A, we may 
assume without loss of generality that the field A/m is infinite. Therefore the 
maximal ideal m contains elements a,, a,,..., ad such that m2 = (a,, 
a,,..., ad) m. Let us preserve the notation of Section 2. 
(1) If d = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose d > 0 and assume that 
our assertion holds for d - 1. In case i = 0 we have the result by (2.10) and 
(2.11) and hence we may assume that d > i > 0 and that the assertion (1) 
holds for i - 1. Then it follows from the exact sequence (1) of (2.13) that 
for n + 1 - i 
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because [g& ‘(@In = (0) for n # 2 - i by the hypothesis of induction on d. 
By the same exact sequence we get, further, 
dimA,,[&‘(G)]2-i = dimA,,[_Hi’(G)]2-i +dimA,,[_H~(G)],-i. 
On the other hand, we already know by the hypothesis of induction on i and 
d that 
and 
dim,,,[_H~‘(G)],-i = dim,,,Hr’(A/a,A), 
dim/l,m[Hk’(G)]z-i = dim,,,H~‘(A), 
from which the required equality 
dim,,,[_H~(G)], -I= dim,,,H~(A) 
follows as dim,,,Hk’(A/a,A) = dim,,,Hk’(A) + dim,,,&(A) (cf. [5, 
(2.6)(4)]). This finishes the proof of assertion (1). 
(2) We put a(G) = max{n E Z/[@;(G)],, # (O)}. 
If d = 0, then mz = (0) and so we have a(G) < 1. Suppose that d > 0 and 
that our assertion holds for d - 1. Now assume that n = a(G) > 1 -d and 
take 0 # z E [&c(G)]. . Then as f, z = 0, by virtue of the exact sequence (2) 
of (2.13) we may express z = ~JJ with y E [_Hi-‘(G)],, 1. As y # 0 by our 
choice of z we have that n + 1 < a(G) and so we find that n < 1 - d since 
a(G) < 2 -d by the hypothesis of induction on d. This is the required 
contradiction and we conclude that a(G) < 1 - d. 
(3) We find by the exact sequence of (2.12) and by the assertion (1) 
(for i = 0) that 
H(A ) t) = & {H(A/a,A, t) - ho(A) tZ}. 
Since hj(A/uiA) = hj(A) + hj”(A) for every 0 <j< d - 2 (cf. [S, (2.6)(4)]), 
the required equality will follow by induction on d. 
Proof of Corollary (1.2) 
This comes from (l.l), (2.2), and the following. 
PROPOSITION (3.1).’ Let R = @n>O R, be a Noetheriun graded ring with 
’ This result was independently discovered by [ 13 1. The author wishes to thank Vogel for 
his mention. 
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k = R, afield and let M denote the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. Let E be a 
finitely generated graded R-module with dim, E = r and let t,, t, ,..., t,_, be 
integers. Assume that 
(l) ti< ti+I + l, 
(2) [&,(E)], = (0)for all n # ti 
for every 0 < i < r. Then E, is a Buchsbaum R,-module, 
Proof. Let 
O-iE-+~-+ 1.. -+J’~J’+’ --) **. (#) 
denote a graded minimal injective resolution of E. Applying the functor 
&Zk(.) to it we have a complex 
o+_H;(.P)+ ... +Z;(.Z’)+B;(J’+‘)+ ... 
of graded Artinian injective R-modules. Recall that the local cohomology 
modules &(E) of E appear as cohomology modules of this complex. We 
put I’ = Z&Z’) and Z = R *, where [.I * stands for the graded k-dual. It is 
known that Z is the injective envelope of k = R/M as a graded R-module 
(cf. [6, (1.2.7))). Then by virtue of the structure theorem of injective modules 
we may express 
I’ = C$ Z(-ai,j) 
j=l 
with integers ni > 0 and aij (cf. [ 6, (1.2.1) and (1.2.4)]). 
CLAIM. aij < ti for every 0 < i < r and for every 1 <j < n,. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose that this is not true and choose i as small as 
possible among such counterexamples. We may assume ai, > ti. Let x # 0 be 
an element of [Z(-aii)]Qi,. Then x is contained in the socle [0 : M],i of J’ and 
hence 8x = 0 as the resolution (#) is minimal. Therefore x determines an 
element of the cohomology &,(E) with degree ail, which must be 0 by 
condition (2). Thus x = ay for some 0 # y E [Zi-‘lai, = @y:-; Zai, _ai_,j. Let 
1 <j < ni_, be an integer such that ai, < ai_ ,,j. Then we see that ti < ail < 
ai-,j<ti_,, which implies by condition (1) that ai, = ai_ Ij. As y is in 
this argument guarantees that y E [0 : M],i-,, and therefore we have 
x = 8y = 0 again by the minimality of (#). This contradicts the choice of x. 
481/76/2-l 
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By this claim we know that for every 0 < i < r, [Iilti is contained in the 
socle [0 : MIJi of J’. Therefore by condition (2) the module Z&(E) is a 
homomorphic image of [0 : MIJi; i.e., the canonical map 
Ext;(R/M, E) + &,(E) = hr~ Ext;(R/M’, E) 
5 
is surjective. Thus by (2.3) we conclude that E,,, is a Buchsbaum R,-module. 
Remark (3.2). Condition (1) of (3.1) is the best possible. For example, 
let S = k[X, Y, Z, IV] be a polynomial ring over a field k and put 
R = S/(X, Y) n (Z, IV) n (X2, Y, Z*, IV). Then dim R = 2, H;(R) = k(-2), 
and B;(R) = k. However, R, is not a Buchsbaum ring (cf. [ 191). 
COROLLARY (3.3). Let R = Onao R, be a Noetherian graded ring with 
d = dim R and k = R, a field. Let M denote the irrelevant maximal ideal of 
R. Assume that R = k[R , ] . Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(1) R, is a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding dimension. 
(2) H&(R)= [HL(R)I,-if or every 0 < i < d and [&,(R)], = (0) for 
all n > 1 - d. 
Proof. (1) + (2). This follows from (1.1) as G(R,) = R in this case. 
(2) * (1). BY (3.1) we see that R, is a Buchsbaum ring. To show that R, 
has maximal embedding dimension we may assume the field k to be infinite. 
If d = 0 then R, = (0); i.e., M2 = (0) and therefore R, has maximal 
embedding dimension. Assume that d > 0 and that our assertion holds for 
d - 1. Let f be a linear form of R such that dim R/fR = d - 1. Recall that 
&(R/fR)=&(R)@ [_Hr’(R)](-1) for O<i<d-2 and that there is an 
exact sequence 
of graded R-modules (cf. [5], (2.6)]. S ee also Proof of (2.13)) and we find 
that the ring R/’ also satisfies conition (2). Therefore by the hypohesis of 
induction on d we get that R,/‘, has maximal embedding dimension. Let 
f2, f3 ,..., fd be a linear system of parameters for R/fl. We put fi = [R/JR] + . 
Then as fi2 = (f2, f, ,..., fd) ii? we find that M* = (f,, f, ,..., fd) M, where 
f, =f; i.e., R, has maximal embedding dimension. This completes the proof 
of (3.2). 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Let R = @,..+0 R, be a Noetherian graded domaiin 
with k = R, an algebraically closed field. Let M = R + and assume that 
R = k(R,]. Then R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring tf R, is a Buchsbaum local 
ring of maximal embedding dimension. 
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Proof: We put d = dim R. First we prove 
CLAIM. depth R > 2 if d > 2. 
Consider the exact sequence 
of graded R-modules, where R denotes the normalization of R. Then 
applying the functors &,(a) to it we get 
since depth R> 2. Because _Hh(R) = [_H$(R)10 by (3.3) we find by the above 
equality that 
_Hi.AR) = [E/R I,. 
Thus &,,(R) = (0) as [El,, = R,. (Recall that [R], is a finite algebraic 
extension of the field k = R,.) Therefore we have that depth R > 2 as 
required. 
Now let us prove that R is Cohen-Macaulay. In case d < 2 there is 
nothing to prove. Assume that d > 3 and that our assertion holds for d - 1. 
Then depth R > 2 by Claim and so by virtue of Bertini’s theorem we may 
choose a linear form f of R (f# 0) so that R/fR is again an integral domain 
(cf., e.g., [7]). Because R,/fl,,, is a Buchsbaum local ring of maximal 
embedding dimension we get, by the hypothesis of induction on d, that R/fR 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, which implies that R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof of Corollary (1.3) 
By (1.2) and (3.4) we see that G(A) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Hence A 
is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark (3.5). Unless R = k[R,] the conclusion of (3.4) is not 
necessarily correct. For instance, let S = k[X,,...,X,- I, Y] (d > 2) be a 
polynomial ring over a field k and put 
R = k[X, ,..., X,p,, Y2, X, Y ,..., Xd-, Y, Y3]. 
Then R, is a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding dimension. dim R = d 
and depth R = 1 in this case (cf. (31). 
Similarly unless the field k is algebraically closed, assertion (3.4) is not 
necessarily true even though R = k[R 1]. For example, let K/k be a finite 
extension of fields such that K # k. Let S = K[X, , X2 ,..., X,] (d > 2) denote 
a polynomial ring over the field K and put 
R = k[aXJa E K, 1 < i ,< d]. 
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Then R, is a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding dimension (cf. [3,5]). 
However, dim R = d and depth R = 1 also in this case. 
4. LINEARRESOLUTION 
Let A be a Buchsbaum ring of maximal embedding dimension. Let 
u = v(A), the embedding dimension of A, and let S = k[X, , X, ,..., X,,] denote 
a polynomial ring over the field k = A/m. We put G = G(A) and M = G + . 
Let x, , x2 ,..., X, be a system of generators of m and let 
h:S+G 
denote the k-algebra map such that h(X,) = xi mod m* for all 1 < i < u. 
Clearly h is a surjective homomorphism of graded rings. 
We put s=depth A and r=v-s. 
LEMMA (4.1). hd,G= Y. 
This follows from the fact that depth G = depth A (cf. (1.1)). 
Let 
denote a graded minimal free resolution of G. Let ni = rank, Fi. We express 
Fi= ; S(-aij) 
j=i 
with integers aij and put 
ai = min{aij/l <j< ni}. 
LEMMA (4.2). a, = 0 and 2 <a, < a, < a.. < a,. 
This follows from the minimality of resolution (#). 
LEMMA (4.3). Suppose that A is not a regular local ring. Then 
[O:M] H&(G) = B,(G)I,-s. 
Proof. If s < d this follows from (1.1)(l). Assume that s = d. We may 
assume without loss of generality that the field A/m is infinite. Let a,, 
a, ,..., ad be elements of m such that m2 = (a,, a, ,..., ad) m. If d = 0 then 
m2 = (0) and m # (0). Hence everything is clear in this case. Assume that 
d > 0 and that our assertion holds for d - 1. Let f = a, mod m* and 
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G= G(A/a,A). Then as G is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (cf. (1.2)) we get by 
(2.13) an exact sequence 
O+_H$-‘(@-f+ [&(G)](-l+&,(G)+0 
of graded G-modules. Let z E [0 : MI&M(G). Then z = g(y) for some 
y E [0 : M]H”,-I~~) as fz = 0. Recall that [O! M]H~~--‘~~) = [_H$‘(G)],-, by the 
hypothesis -of induction on d and we get that z = g(y) is contained in 
Wi&31(-1)Ld = B’AGLd. Thus 10 :Ml&cGj =E%V-d. The 
opposite inclusion follows from (1.1) (2). 
THEOREM (4.4). Suppose that A is not a regular local ring. Then 
aij = i + 1 for every 1 ,< i < r and for every 1 <j < n, ; i.e., the ideal I = Ker 
h is generated by forms of degree 2 and has linear resolution. 
Proof. First of all take the S(-v)-dual of the resolution (#) and we get a 
complex 
0 + S(-v) -+ g S(-(v - alj)) 
j=l 
-+ . . . + ; S(-(v - Urj)) + 0 + ... (##> 
j=l 
of graded free S-modules, whose cohomology modules are by definition 
Ext 8 (G, S(-v)). Recall that 
Ext;(G, S(-v)) g [ZJ;-;-(G)] * 
as graded S-modules for every integer i (cf. [6, (2.1.6)]), where [ a]* stands 
for the graded k-dual. 
CLAIM 1. arj=r+ 1 for every 1 <j<n,. 
Proof of Claim 1. Consider the exact sequence 
nr-I 
(1) 0 St-(v-a,-1.j)) 
j=l 
L J+l S(-(v -arj)) -+ Ext;(G, S(-v)) -, 0 
obtained by complex (##) and take the k-dual of it. Then we get an exact 
sequence 
(2) O-B;(R)+ C$ S*(V -Qrj$+ n$’ S*(V -a,-,,j) 
j=l j=l 
of graded S-modules. (Recall that the functor [.I * establishes a duality 
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between graded Artinian S-modules and finitely generated graded S-modules. 
See [6, (1.2.10)].) As the map g in sequence (1) is an essential epimorphism 
we get that the induced map h in sequence (2) is an essential 
monomorphism. Therefore taking the socle of each term of sequence (2) we 
get an isomorphism 
[O:M] ,$,(G) z & k(” - %j> 
j=l 
of graded k-modules. Hence we have by (4.3) that v - u,.~= s - 1; i.e., 
ari= r + 1 for all 1 <j< r. 
CLAIM 2. a, = i + 1 for every 1 < i < r. 
This follows from (4.2) since a, = r + 1 by Claim 1. 
Now let us prove that uij= i + 1 for every 1 <j< n,. Assume that this 
fails to hold and choose i as large as possible among such counterexamples. 
We may assume uini= max{uij/l <j< ni). Therefore u - uini < u - ui = 
u - (i + 1) (cf. Claim 2) and so we have that i + 2 Q u,~. Consider the part 
Li-l= @ S(-(U-Ui-l,j))+Li 
j=l 
= 5 S(-(u - Uij)) 5 Li+ , 
j=l 
= 0 s(-(” - ui+ 1.j)) 
j=l 
of complex (##) and let e= (O,..., 0, 1) E Li. Then ae E NL,n [Li+,lQin, 
(here N denotes the irrelevant maximal ideal of S) and so we find that Be = 0’ 
as [Li+Ilczi,, is the direct sum of ni+, copies of the k-space Su+Z,-ai,, by the 
choice of i.‘Hence the element e determines an element z of the cohomology 
Exti(G, S(-v)) with degree u - u~,,~. If I # 0 then we must have that 
[&‘(G)],,,,-, # (0) by the duality theorem (cf. [6, (2.1.6)]). However, we 
already know by (1.1) (1) and (2) that [_HLP’(G)](lin,-U = (0) as uini- u > 1 - 
(v - i) by our choice of i. Therefore we conclude that z = 0; i.e., 
e = (O,..., 0, 1) E NL,. Of course this is impossible and we have that 
uij = i + 1 for all 1 <j < n,. This completes the proof of Theorem (4.4). 
Let R be a regular local ring with maximal ideal n and assume that A is a 
homomorphic image of R, say, A = R/I with I c n2. Let 
O-L,-+ ... -rL,+L,=R-,A+O 
be a minimal free resolution of A over R. We regard each Li (1 < i < r) as a 
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filtered R-module with the following filtration: [I!,~], = nP-“+“Li (p E Z). 
Let G(L,) denote the associated graded module of Li. 
COROLLARY (4.5). The sequence 
O-+L,+ . . . +L,+L,=R-rA+O 
is an exact sequence offiltered R-modules and the derived sequence 
0 + G(L,) --) ..a -+G(L,)+G(L,)=G(R)+G(A)+O 
of graded G(R)-modules provides a minimal free resolution of G(A) over 
W >- 
Proof By virtue of (2.6) of [lo] this comes from (4.4). 
EXAMPLE (4.6). (1) Let A be a Buchsbaum ring with e(A) = 2. Then A 
has maximal embedding dimension if depth A > 0 (cf. [3]). 
(2) Let R denote a regular local ring with maximal ideal n. Let E be a 
Buchsbaum R-module and assume that dim, E = dim R = d. We put 
A = R DC E, the idealization. (Thus the additive group of A coincides with the 
direct sum of R and E and the multiplication of A is given by (a, x)(b, y) = 
(ab, ay + bx).) Then A is a Buchsbaum ring with Z(A) = Z(E) and has 
maximal embedding dimension. 
Proof. A is a Noeterian local ring of dimension d and the maximal ideal 
m of A coincides with n x E. (Therefore m2 = nm clearly and so, if A is 
Buchsbaum, A must have maximal embedding dimension.) Let f, , f, ,..., fd be 
a system of parameters for A and express fi = (ai, xi) with ai E n and xi E E. 
We put q = (a,, a2 ,..., ad) and Q = (f,, fz ,..., fd). Let p : A + R denote the 
canonical projection, i.e., p((a, x)) = a for all (a, x) EA. Notice that R/q is 
an Artinian ring since it is a homomorphic image of A/Q via p and we find 
that a,, a, ,..., ad is an R-regular sequence. 
We denote by JY? (resp. ,(E/qE)) the R-module E (resp. E/qE) considered 
to be an A-module via p. Then as f, , f2 ,..., fd acts on R as a regular sequence 
we get, after applying the functor A/Q @,,, to the exact sequence 
of A-modules, an exact sequence 
0 + ,(EI(IE) --t A/Q + R/q -+ 0 
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of Artinian A-modules, from which the equality 
follows. As e,(Q) = e,(q) + e,(q) (this follows from the exact sequence (#)), 
we get that 
LWQ) -e,(Q) = MW?) - eM1 + MW@) - e,(q)1 
= I(E). 
Thus A is by definition a Buchsbaum ring and Z(A) = Z(E). A has maximal 
embedding dimension as we have remarked above. 
Note added in proof: Recently the author and D. Eisenbud succeeded in giving, in terms 
of local cohomology modules, a simple criterion for a given homogeneous ring over a field to 
have linear resolution. (The idea has essentially appeared in this paper.) This will be discussed 
in a subsequent paper: Linear resolution and local cohomology. The results of the present 
paper inspired M. Steurich (Essen University) and he has generalized some of them. See, for 
detail, his paper: Rings with linear resolution, to appear in J. Algebra. 
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